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Let G be an acyclic directed graph with \V(G)\>k. We prove that
there exists a colouring { Cx, C2,..., Cm } such that for every collection
{Pl9 P2,... ,Pk} of k vertex disjoint paths with |UjLi Pj\ a maximum,
each colour class C, meets min{|CJ, k} of these paths. An analogous
theorem, partially interchanging the roles of paths and colour classes, has
been shown by Cameron [4] and Saks [17] and we indicate a third proof.

1. Introduction. Let G = (F, E) be a directed graph containing no
loops or multiple edges. A path P in G is a sequence of distinct vertices
(vv ι>2> • >*>/) s u c h Λat (vi9vi+ι)eE9 i = 1,2,...,/— 1. The set of
vertices { vl9 ϋ2,. ..,#/} of a path P = (vv v2,... ,ι>/) will be denoted by
K(P). The cardinality of P, denoted by |P|, is |F(P)|.

A family 0* of paths is called a path-partition of G if its members are
vertex disjoint and U{F(P): P e # ) == V. For each nonnegative integer
k9 the k-norm \0>\k of a path partition ̂  = {Pv... yPm} is defined by

A partition which minimizes 1̂ )̂ . is called k-optimum. For example, a
1-optimum partition is a partition P containing a minimum number of
paths.

A partial k-colouring is a family # * = {C ,̂ C2,... ,Cr} of at most /:
disjoint independent sets Cf called colour classes. The cardinality of a
partial ^-colouring # * = {C1? C2,...,C t) is |U{β l Q, and <gk is said to be
optimum if j U ^ i Q is as large as possible. A path partition ^ =
{Pv P 2 > . . . ,Pm} and a partial fc-colouring ̂ A are orthogonal if every path
P. in 0> meets min{ (P^, fc} different colour classes of %>k.

Berge [2] made the following conjecture:

Conjecture 1. Let G be a directed graph and let A: be a positive integer.
Then for every fc-optimum path partition ^ , there exists a partial A>col-
ouring # * orthogonal to 0*.
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